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SWOT Internal: 1. Related Papers. Page 14 of 29 The strength of AirAsia is that they are able to provide low
cost airfares by reducing management and operation cost. The diversity results in critical issues and problems
for AirAsia to manage and operate all its functions accordingly. Which is almost half the world population,
majority of them never flew before because of high travel cost. Besides that, AirAsia does not have their own
maintenance, repair and overhaul facility MBO which will cause the lack of ability to handle emergency cases
and poor maintenance on the aircraft. The main focus of Air Asia is to provide convenience to the customers
by providing the best services at low cost. The business strategy of Air Asia of maintaining low cost along
with providing most of the features to the passengers can also be maintained with the help of implementing
new technologies, which can help the company to save capital and monetary funds that can be used for other
ventures of the company Daft, Murphy and Willmott,  Page 18 of 29 Cash Cow Cash Cow will be high market
shares but with no growth or little growth. The Economic Times. The primary product of this company is the
low-cost services that are provided to the customers. But, relatively poor performance of airplanes in the
recent past has countered this. Itoffers a broad and innovative variety of distribution channels to ease the
travelling and booking process. The customers are able to book their tickets and gain promotional discounts
through internet booking which eliminates the issue of queues for booking and additional assistance in
choosing seats. Bhd bought over Air Asia with a token sum of RM1 and with a partial debt of 40million.
Therefore, the threat for new entrants to airlines industries is low. SWOT Analysis of Air Asia Strengths The
company is observed to possess a significant reputation among the competitors, customers and the markets of
the establishment. In this strategy, the company uses activities such as inbound logistics, where all the aircrafts
are of one type; hence, reducing the maintenance cost, scheduling cost, and cost of managing inventory. Its
strict adherence to its low cost business model will enable it to tap into this market. My,  The organisation can
be witnessed to confront critical competition from the competitors who are facilitating similar costs and
additional services and privileges which act as a drawback for the organisation Man and Justine,  For
ANSOFF analysis, market penetration can be done by increasing the routes to more destinations so that can
reach to more customers.


